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particles, the coating being abraded off the granules. The
combined ?ow rate of the ?uidizing gas and the reaction gas
is adjusted so that a majority of the granular particles are
retained in the reactor while maintaining bubbling. The

height of the bed is increased and the disengaging height
above the bed is decreased until the bursting of bubbles near

the surface of the bed throws granular particles through the
gas and solids outlet to the gas/granular product separator.
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Group D particles are above 600 um in size and typically

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR TOP
REMOVAL OF GRANULAR MATERIAL
FROM A FLUIDIZED BED DEPOSITION
REACTOR

have high particle densities. Because of the large particle
sizes, ?uidization of this group requires very high ?uid
energies typically associated with high levels of abra
sion between bed particles. They are usually used in

This is a continuation-in-part of US. application Ser. No.
11/810,422, ?led Jun. 4, 2007, now abandoned.

shallow beds or in a spouting mode.

A primary use for deposition reactors is to produce high
purity silicon. Lord in US. Pat. No. 6,451 ,277 describes, and

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

shows in FIG. 1b, a bed heating method which removes beads
from near the top of the bed and then heats them and returns

This invention relates generally to the ?eld of deposition

them to the bed. The product 3, is removed from the bottom of
the reactor. This bed heating method is rejected in the ’277
patent in favor of a preferred option where the beads are
removed by gravity from the bottom then reheated and

reactors and more speci?cally to an apparatus and method for

top removal of granular material from a ?uidized bed depo
sition reactor.

Fluidized bed reactors utilize a bed usually comprising a

returned to the bed in a pulsed mode. Lord US. Pat. No.

?nely divided valuable catalyst which makes it important to

6,827,786 provides a detailed description of a multistage
deposition reactor which takes advantage of increased bed
height to produce additional silicon by use of additional gas
injection points along the side of the reactor. In this design the

design the reactors to prevent catalyst losses. As a result the

practice was developed of requiring a large disengaging
height above the bed surface and of using cyclones to capture

20

the ?ne dust that may leave the reactor and then to return it to

seed generation by grinding is spread out along the reactor

the bed. A concept referred to as the total disengaging height,

because of the extra nozzles and some deposition occurs

(TDH) was developed to estimate the height required for all
the particles that would settle out by gravity to settled out.
Internal cyclones were provided at this height to capture the

further from the inlet, but most of the grinding and deposition
25

?ner dust and return it to the bed. Whenever it is desirable to

remove the catalyst from the bed the preferred procedure was
to remove it from the bottom of the reactor by gravity. Other
types of reactors called dilute phase or transport reactors
entrained all the solids up through the reactor and out the top,

paper which showed the need for some residence time and

temperature to fully crystallize the product and dehydroge
30

but these reactors did not have a recognizable bed. When

these gas-solids reactor concepts are applied to the design of
deposition reactors, where gases are introduced to make the

bed of particles expand, the dilute phase reactor had a major
problem of producing primarily a ?ne dust which was unde
sirable. As a result, the majority of deposition reactors have
been ?uidized beds with a large disengaging height and bot
tom solids outlets. Intemal cyclones have seldom been used
because of particle deposition on the outside of the cyclones

and the problems of reintroducing particles without plugging

occurs in the bottom where the solid product is removed. The
Lord ’786 patent discusses, at Col 3, line 25, the “De Beers”

nate the beads. This is accomplished in the pulsed bead heater
at high temperature and with short residence time. The Lord
patents and the many references cited do not discuss energy
recovery from the ef?uent gas. However, US. Pat. Nos.
5,798,137 and 6,451,277 discusses the use of the heat from
the outgoing product to heat the incoming gas.

The primary de?ciency of the prior technology is utilizing
35

a ?uid bed design with a bottom outlet and large disengaging

space and accepting the inherent con?icting demands caused

by introducing the cold deposition gas, which also provides
40

the bulk of the seed generation by grinding, at the same
location as where the hot product is removed. Lord, in various
patents, attempts to deal with the heat and seed generation

the cyclone outlets. Since some ?ne dust is always produced,

problem by spreading out the gas injection, but su?icient gas

most deposition reactors have external cyclones or ?lters to

to fully ?uidize the bed must be injected at the bottom so there

trap the dust and prevent damage to the equipment used to
recover the e?Iuent gases. Thus, the historic approach has
been to remove the product from the bottom, provide a large
disengaging height to minimize product loss, and use external

tably, the bottom temperature must be maintained above 800°

is a limit to what can be accomplished in this manner. Inevi
45

dust removal.

“seed beads.” The combination of high temperature and high
deposition gas concentration leads to rapid reactions,
increased wall deposits and increased risk of agglomeration

In 1973, Professor D. Geldart proposed the grouping of
powders in to four groups, designated as “Geldart Groups”.
The groups are de?ned by their locations on a diagram of

C. to provide the needed crystallization and some seeds are
lo st to the product which is in turn contaminated with broken

50

and plugging.

solid-?uid density difference and particle size (see FIG. 5).

This multistage design approach also leads to tall reactors

Fluidized beds are designed based upon the particle’ s de?ned
by Geldart grouping, which are as follows.
Group A particle size is between 20 and 100 um, and the

and there are cost and manufacturability issues in producing
the high purity liners for such reactors which restrict the

particle density is typically 1400 kg/m3 . Beds from
Group A particles will expand by a factor of 2 to 3 at
incipient ?uidization, due to a low bulk density prior to
the initiation of a bubbling bed phase. Most powder
catalyzed beds utilize Group A.
Group B particle size lies between 40 and 500 um and the

number of stages and hence production capacity of a given
55

diameter reactor. It is also necessary to measure the bed level

and take corrective action by removing some of the bed as the

bed grows by opening valves and changing purge ?ows to
60

allow the right amount of beads to leave the bed. Errors or
stuck valves can lead to situations where the bed is too high or
too low. Both of these conditions are undesirable.

particles have a density between 1400 and 4500 kg/m3 .

Bubbling typically occurs at incipient ?uidization.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Group C contains extremely ?ne particles (20 to 30 um)
providing the most cohesive particles. These particles
?uidize under very dif?cult to achieve conditions, and
may require the application of an external force, such as

mechanical agitation.

A primary object of the invention is to provide a shorter
65

reactor with greater silicon production capability.
Another object of the invention is to provide a passive
method of level control.

US 8,703,087 B2
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Another object of the invention is to provide a better quality

111 of a height 144, a gas introduction means 112, an optional
gas distribution means 113, a bottom product removal means
114, a bed heating means 115, a gas/dust mixture exit 116, a
connecting means 127, a dust/gas separation means 117, a
dust removal means 118 and a gas exit 119. The containment
vessel 111 surrounds a bed of granules 120 which are ?uid
ized by gas bubbles 121 to have an average top level 122

product.
A further object of the invention is to reduce the need for
high temperature at the bottom of the reactor.
Yet another object of the invention is to reduce the risk of

plugging.
Still yet another object of the invention is to reduce the
thickness of wall deposits.

above which product granules 123, thrown up above the bed,

Another object of the invention is to reduce the pressure in

describe arcs as they rise from random impact within the bed
and then fall under gravity in a reduced disengaging space
124 while the small entrained dust particles 125 continue up

the product removal system.
Another object of the invention is to recover energy.

Other objects and advantages of the present invention will
become apparent from the following descriptions, taken in

and leave with the ef?uent gas 126 through the gas/ dust
mixture exit 116 into and through the connecting means 127
entering the dust/gas separation means 117. Most of the dust
125 is removed from the gas 126 in the dust/gas separation
means 117 and then ultimately leaves the system via the dust

connection with the accompanying drawings, wherein, by
way of illustration and example, an embodiment of the
present invention is disclosed.
In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the inven
tion, there is disclosed an apparatus and method for top
removal of granular material from a ?uidized bed deposition

reactor comprising removal of the product from the top of the
reactor together with the e?luent gas, separation of the granu
lar product from the e?luent gas, simultaneous recovery of
heat from the product and the gas and optional further dust

removal means 118 while the gas 126 and residual dust leaves
via an exit 119. The differential pressure meter 128 measures
20

and heat recovery.

The technical bene?ts of the disclosed design include, but
are not limited to, passive level control, decreased disengag
ing height, a taller ?uidized bed in a shorter reactor, separa

25

tion of gas inlet from product outlet, separation of product
grinding from product outlet and energy recovery which in
turn leads to lower capital and operating cost, a better quality
product and greater throughput for a given reactor diameter.

the difference in pressure between the bottom product
removal means 114 and the gas exit 119. This measurement

30

indicates the level 122 of the bed of granules 120. The bottom
removal means 114, is used to control the top level 122 to
maintain the disengaging space 124 so that the product gran
ules 123 are returned to the bed of granules 120 and are thus
removed by the bottom product removal means 114. FIG. 1 is

a general schematic; the patent literature is full of the various
methods and machines that have been proposed to ful?ll these
requirements. It is possible to have more than one gas entry
and to avoid the gas distribution mechanism, the heating
means can be of many different kinds, and the dust removal

can be accomplished by use of a cyclone, as shown, by a ?lter
or by another gas cleaning device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 2 shows a schematic of a ?uidized deposition reactor

The drawings constitute a part of this speci?cation and
include exemplary embodiments of the invention, which may
be embodied in various forms. It is to be understood that in
some instances various aspects of the invention may be shown
exaggerated or enlarged to facilitate an understanding of the
invention.
FIG. 1 is a schematic cross sectional diagram illustrating

the operation of a ?uidized bed deposition reactor of the prior
art with bottom removal and a large disengaging space.
FIG. 2 shows FIG. 1 modi?ed to incorporate features of the
invention.

35

40

containment vessel or liner 211 of a height 244, a gas intro
duction means 212, an optional gas distribution means 213,
45

FIG. 3 is a detailed schematic cross sectional diagram of

separator with integrated heat recovery.
FIG. 5 is a graph showing the regions of the four Geldart
classi?cations as shown in FIG. 5.3, Page 103 of Mulliphase
Flow And Fluidizalion, by D. Gidaspow.

50

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

55

60

representative basis for teaching one skilled in the art to

employ the present invention in virtually any appropriately
FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a typical ?uidized bed
deposition reactor comprising a containment vessel or liner

means 242, a further connecting means 229, a gas/dust sepa
ration means 217, a further optional heat recovery means 243,
a dust removal means 218, and a gas exit 219. The contain
ment vessel 211 surrounds a bed of granules 220 ?uidized by
gas bubbles 221 and gas slugs 240. The reactor has an average

top level 222 above which some granules 223, thrown up
above the bed, describe arcs as they rise from random impact
within the bed and then fall under gravity in a reduced disen
gaging space 224 while some granules 236 and the small
entrained dust particles 225 continue up and leave with the

e?luent gas 233, through the gas/dust/granular mixture exit
216, the connecting means 241 and into the gas/granular
separator means 230, where the granules are removed via the
granular removal means 231. The remaining gas and dust

as limiting, but rather as a basis for the claims and as a

detailed system, structure or manner.

an optional bottom product removal means 214, a bed heating
means 215, a gas/dust/ granular mixture exit 216, a ?rst con

necting means 241, a gas/granular separator means 230 with
a granular removal means 231, an optional heat recovery

the top of the reactor of FIG. 2 showing the granular particle
removal mechanism.
FIG. 4 is a schematic cross sectional drawing of a product

Detailed descriptions of the preferred embodiments are
provided herein. It is to be understood, however, that the
present invention may be embodied in various forms. There
fore, speci?c details disclosed herein are not to be interpreted

similar to FIG. 1 incorporating features of the invention. In
particular, FIG. 1, which uses a bottom removal of the granu
lar product, is modi?ed to remove the granular product from
the top via a gas/granular separator means 230 inserted before
the e?luent gas enters the gas/dust separation means 217. A
further modi?cation is the removal of the differential pres sure
transmitter 128, shown in FIG. 1, which is not required for
bed level control. The reactor of FIG. 2 thus comprises a

65

leave through the gas/dust top exit tube 229, then enter the
gas/dust separation means 217, where most of the dust 225 is
removed from the gas 233, and ultimately leaves the system
via the dust removal means 218 while the gas 233 and residual
dust leaves via an exit 219.

US 8,703,087 B2
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To accomplish the removal of large granules the average

granules 220 which are then introduced into the container 211

top level 222 is very close to the gas/dust/granular mixture
exit 216 and consequently some of the product granules 236

preferably comprise particles which are greater in size and
density than particles referred to as Geldart C particles. The

thrown up above the bed do not describe arcs as they rise then

average particle size of the granules is 1 mm and the terminal

fall under gravity in the disengaging space 224, but continue
with the entrained dust 225 out the gas/ dust/ granular mixture

velocity is 21.8 ft/ s (6.56 m/ s). The particle terminal velocity
is thus about 4 times the super?cial gas velocity. This means
that in order to carry the granules out of the reactor, the local
velocity in areas just above the bed must have local surges that
are 4 times higher than average. Velocity surges of this mag

exit 216. Since the average bed level 222 is closer to the exit
216 the bed level 222, can be taller and/ or the overall height
244 can be shorter compared to the prior art such as shown in
FIG. 1.
FIG. 3, shows in detail the various mechanisms which
cause the product granules 236 to be carried out the gas exit

nitude occur close to the top of the bed at about 20 cm above

the bed. The slug 240 has a maximum length of about 1.2
meter so that the periodic growth and bursting of the slug
provides the variation in height of 1.2 meters between low and

216. The basic mechanism is the random ejection of product
granules 236 from the top of the bed 222 and the pneumatic
conveying of these granules out the gas/ dust/granular exit

high level. As the slug bursts, it also accelerates the granular
particles which are then entrained out of the reactor. Thus the

granular removal varies with the pulsing of the slugs 240.

216. In addition, the bed level oscillates up and down due to
the formation of gas slugs 240, which lift sections of the bed

up to the high level 232, until they break through and the bed
level recedes to the low level 234. It is also possible for the bed
to reach extra high levels 235, where the bed is brie?y above

20

the exit 216. The exit tube 241 can be attached to the exit 216
at a 90° angle, as shown, or sloped above or below the hori

lished the reactor gas, such as trichlorosilane (HSiCl3) or

zontal. The angle chosen can be determined by the applica

other silane gases, are added, the quantity of ?uidizing gas
being proportionally reduced to maintain ?ow and ?uidized

tion of standard pneumatic conveying calculations using the
gas velocity in the exit tube 241. While FIG. 3 shows an exit
216 in the side of the reactor, it can be anywhere in the top

25

of about 800° C. They enter the cyclonic product separator

FIG. 4 shows a more detailed schematic of a product sepa
30

for high temperature and high purity applications. The gas/
dust/ granular mixture 333 enters the product separator 330
35

is ?uidized by a purge stream 359 and withdrawn as needed.
The heat recovery system 301 is comprised of a heat trans
fer ?uid 360, contained in a container 351 which surrounds

the product separator 330 and is shaped to capture heat 350
from the wall of the product separator 330. The heat recovery

500° C. Both heat recovery systems recover the heat as 150

psig steam, which is a standard utility useful in the facility for
a variety of purposes and thus is always in demand.
This procedure provides a reactor for top removal of granu
lar material. The generally cylindrical vertical reactor has a

45

tially provided by the inert gas and then a mixture of the innert

?uidized bed in a heated reaction zone. Fluidization is ini

use various heat transfer ?uids 360 such as water or hot oil. It

gas and the reaction gas
The bed is ?uidized to establish a bubbling ?uidized bed
with a de?ned stable height. A disengaging space is estab
50

Similarly, well-known gas-solids removal techniques, such as

separation.
to a pressurized container 351 containing water 352 fed in
through the inlet 354, the water 352 being converted to steam
353 by the heat transferred to it, the resultant steam leaving
through the exit 355.
As an example, referring to FIG. 2 the diameter of the
container or liner 211 is 300 mm, the overall height 244 of the
liner 211 is 7 meters, the average bed level 222 is 6 meters, the
high level is about 6.6 meters and the low level is about 5.4
meters. A gas, such as silicon tetrachloride (SiCl4), nitrogen
(N2) or another gas non-reactive in the system, is fed to the
bottom of the container 211. The super?cial velocity at the top
of the container 211 is about 4.7 ft/s (1.4 m/s). The bed

lished above the top of the ?uidized bed, the height of said
disengaging space being no greater than the distance between
the top of the bubbling bed and the gas and solids outlet of the
container. The reaction gas is provided to the reaction zone
while adjusting the ?ow rate of the ?uidizing gas so that a

cyclones or ?lters, can be used to enhance the gas-solids

In a particularly advantageous design the heat is transferred
by radiation from the hot surface of the product separator 330

solids removal in order to provide su?icient surface area for
heat transfer. The gas and granules both leave at 600° C. The
dust/ gas separator 217 is of a similar size but only removes
about half the heat because of the reduced temperature dif
ference. The gas and dust then leave the dust/gas separator at

40

system has an inlet 354 and an outlet 355 for adding and
removing the heat transfer ?uid 360. The container 351 can

is usually advantageous for the container 351 to be a pressure
vessel to permit heat recovery at higher temperatures. The
heat may be transferred from the wall of the product separator
330 to the container 351 by radiation, conduction or convec
tion and well-known heat transfer techniques can be used to
enhance the heat transfer from the gas and solids to the wall.

230 through a tangential inlet which forces the gas and solids
to the wall of the vessel to improve gas to wall heat transfer.

The diameter of the cyclone is 10 inches (250 mm) and the
length is 6 ft (1.8 m). This is longer than needed solely for

through an inlet 357 which extends via a penetration 358

through the heat recovery system 301; the gas and dust 356
then exit through the top via the exit tube 329 while the
granules 336 separate and fall to the bottom exit 331, where it

bed stability.
The granules and gas at the bottom of the reactor which
have a temperature of 700° C., are then heated so that they
leave the reactor as stream 233 via exit 216, at a temperature

portion and in fact can provide for removal vertically at the
top of the reactor.
rator 33 0 with an integrated heat recovery system 3 01 suitable

In comparison, a prior art system such as shown in FIG. 1
under similar operating conditions with an average bed level
122 of 6 meters would have an overall height of about 10
meters in order to allow for the disengaging space normally
required under the prior art. Once the ?uidized bed is estab

55

majority of the granular particles are retained in the container
while bubbling is maintained. The reaction gas deposits a
coating of a reaction product (polycrystaline silicon) on the

granular particles, thus increasing the size and weight of the
particles. However, as a result of abrasion between the coated
particles in the ?uidized bed the silicon is abraded off and
60

65

becomes entrained in the ?owing gas stream. The height of
the bed is allowed to increase and the disengaging height to
decrease until the bursting of bubbles near the surface of the
bed periodically throw granular particles out of the gas and
solids outlet of the container, along the conduit and into the
gas and granular product separator, a portion of which is the
silicon reacton product. The ?ow rates of the ?uidizing gas
and the reaction gas are controlled so as to establish a stable

US 8,703,087 B2
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height of the bed where the average rate of solid material
exiting out of the gas and solids outlet equals the average

providing a reaction gas to the reaction zone while adjust
ing the ?ow rate of the ?uidizing gas so that a majority of
the granular particles are retained in the reactor while

increase in weight of the granular particles in the bed to
establish a stable reaction process along with recovery and

recycle of reaction bed particles (if transported through the
top exit) and recovery of the polycrystaline end product.

maintaining bubbling, the reaction gas depositing a coat
ing on said granular particles, thus increasing the size
and weight of the particles resulting in an increase in the

While the invention has been described in connection with
a preferred embodiment, it is not intended to limit the scope of
the invention to the particular form set forth, but on the con
trary, it is intended to cover such alternatives, modi?cations,
and equivalents as may be included within the spirit and scope
of the invention as de?ned by the appended claims.
I claim:
1. A method of operation of a ?uidized bed deposition

allowing the height of the bed to increase and the disen
gaging height to decrease until the bursting of bubbles
near the surface of the bed periodically throws granular
particles out of the gas and solids outlet at the top of the
reactor, along the conduit and into the gas and granular

reactor for top removal of granular material comprising:

wherein the ?ow rates of the ?uidizing gas and the reaction

height of the bed, and

product separator,

providing a vertical generally cylindrical reactor of a pre
determined height, said reactor having at least one gas

gas is controlled so as to establish a stable height of the

bed where the average rate of granular particles exiting

inlet at or near the bottom thereof and at least one gas and

solids outlet at or near the top thereof,
providing at least one separator to separate gas from granu

lar product and a conduit between the gas and solids
outlet and said at least one separator,
establishing a heated reaction zone;
providing a ?uidizing gas to the reaction zone at a prede
termined ?ow rate,

out of the gas and solids outlet is substantially equal to
the average increase in weight of the particles.
20

2. The method of claim 1 further including recovery of heat

while separating the granular product from the gas compris
ing using one or more product separators in combination with
one or more heat recovery systems.
25

providing granular Geldart A, B, or D particles to the

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the ?uidized bed depo
sition reactor is also con?gured to allow granular product

reaction zone to establish the desired ?uidized bed, said

removal at the bottom of the reactor.

particles having a variable ?uidized height, the bed

4. The method of claim 2 wherein at least one of the heat
recovery means is by radiation to a heat recovery boiler.

being ?uidized to establish a bubbling ?uidized bed with
a top of a de?ned stable height, a disengaging space

being provided above said top, the height of said disen
gaging space being no greater than the distance between
the de?ned top of the bubbling bed and the gas and solids
outlet of the container,

30

5. The method of claim 2 wherein at least one separator

provides one or more product streams comprising particles of
different average particle size.
*
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